APPENDIX 1

TEST

Fill in the blank with appropriate voice using the verb in the bracket

Simple Present Tense

1. Rice ……………..in paddy field. (grow)
2. Goats ……………..as baits to trap tigers. (use)
3. It is hot in this room because the window ………… (close)
4. The lights in this room …………………….. on. (turn)
5. A blouse …………….. of cotton. (make)
6. Carol …………… In ancient history. (interest)
7. Water ……………by hydrogen. (compose)
8. Two letters …………………by him to his parents. (write)

Present Continuous Tense

9. The world cup soccer games ……………… all over the world. (televise)
10. The roof …………………. by the men. (repair)
11. The home work ………….. by us in the bedroom. (done)
12. A letter ………………. by him. (sent)
13. My car ………………. by him. (prepare)
14. A taxi ………………. by him. (derive)
15. The patient ………………. by him. (examine)
16. A table ………………. by him. (clean)
Simple Past Tense

17. Many guests ……………… to the wedding banquet. (invite)

18. Several passengers ……………… when their plane crashed. (kill)

19. The injured man ……………… to the hospital without delay. (take)

20. Your bag ……………… under the table. (found)

21. Our house ……………… in 1890. (build)

22. This olive oil ……………… from Spain. (import)

23. This rug ……………… by my aunt. (make)

24. This composition ……………… by Ali. (write)

Simple Future Tense

25. The contest ……………… If there are insufficient entries. (cancel)

26. The games ………………. at the park. (perform)

27. To smoke ………………. by the win. (blow)

28. The new highway ……………….sometimes next month. (complete)

29. Goerge ………………. to the picnic. (invite)

30. A bill………… to the office at the end of the month. (send)

31. My novel ………………. by him. (read)

32. A letter ………………. by them next year. (publish)
APPENDIX 2

SENTENCES OF ERROR

A. Simple Present Tense

1. Rice is growned in paddy field

2. Rice is grow in paddy field

3. Rice is being grown paddy field

4. Goats be used baits to trap tigers

5. Goats are uses baits to trap tigers

6. Goats is using baits to trap tigers

7. Gats are using baits to trap tigers

8. It is hot in this room because the window be closing

9. It is hot in this room because the window are closed

10. It is hot in this room because the window was to closing

11. The light in this room are turn on

12. The light in this room is being turn on

13. The light in this room have turning on

14. The light in this room was turn on
15. A blouse is made of cotton

16. A blouse is being made of cotton

17. A blouse is making of cotton

18. Carol is being interesting in ancient history

19. Carol is interesting in ancient history

20. Carol was interested in ancient history

21. Water is composed by hydrogen and oxygen

22. Water are being composed by hydrogen and oxygen

23. Water was composed by hydrogen and oxygen

24. Two letters are writing by him to his parents

25. Two letters written by him to his parents

26. Two letters are being written by him to his parents

B. Present Continuous Tense

1. The world cup soccer games is being televised all over the world

2. The world cup soccer games are television all over the world

3. The world cup soccer games are be televised all over the world

4. The world cup soccer games re being television all over the world

5. The roof is repairing by the men
6. The roof is being repaired by the men

7. The roof was being repaired by the men

8. The homework is being done by us in the bedroom

9. The homework is done by us in the bedroom

10. The homework is being done by us in the bedroom

11. The homework is being to done by us in the bedroom

12. The homework was being done by us in the bedroom

13. A letter is being sent by him

14. A letter is sending by him

15. A letter is being to send by him

16. My car is being repairing by him

17. My car is prepared by him

18. My car is to repairing by him

19. A taxi is being driven by him

20. A taxi is being driving by him

21. A taxi is driven by him

22. A taxi is to driven by him

23. The patient was being examined by him
24. The patient being examined by him

25. The patient is being examiner by him

26. The patient is to be examined by him

27. The patient is to examined by him

28. A table is be clean by him

29. A table is to be clean by him

30. A table is cleaning by him

31. A table was being clean by him

C. Simple Past Tense

1. Many guests were inviting to the wedding banquet.

2. Many guests be invite to the wedding banquet.

3. Many guests are invited to the wedding banquet.

4. Many guests being inviting to the wedding banquet.

5. Several passengers was killed when their plane crashed.

6. Several passengers are being killed when their plane crashed.

7. Several passengers were be killed when their plane crashed.

8. The injured men was be taken to the hospital without delay.

9. The injured men were taken to the hospital without delay.
10. The injured men taking to the hospital without delay.

11. The injured men had taken to the hospital without delay.

12. Your bag were found under the table.

13. Your bag was be founding under the table.

14. Your bag was founded under the table.

15. Your bag was be founded the table.

16. Our house be build in 1890.

17. Our house was build in 1890.

18. Our house did built in 1890.

19. Our house built in 1890.

20. This olive oil was import from Spain.

21. This olive oil was importing from Spain.

22. This olive oil was being imported from Spain.

23. This olive oil being imported from Spain.

24. This olive imported from Spain.

25. This rung were made by my aunt.

26. This rung was make by my aunt.

27. This rung being making by my aunt.
28. This rung has made by my aunt.

29. This composition is written by Ali.

30. This composition being written by Ali.

31. This composition was be wrote by Ali.

32. This composition written by Ali.

D. Simple Future tense

1. The contest will being cancelled if there are insufficient entries.

2. The contest will cancel if there are insufficient entries.

3. The contest will be cancel if there are insufficient entries.

4. The games will being to perform at the park.

5. The games will are performed at the park.

6. The games will perform at the park.

7. The games will be to performed at the park.

8. The games will performing at the park.

9. To smoke will being blown by the win.

10. To smoke will to blow by the win.

11. To smoke will being to blown by the win.

12. To smoke will being to blown by the win.
13. The new highway will being completed sometimes next month.

14. The new highway will complete sometimes next month.

15. The new highway will being to completed sometimes next month.

16. George will being invited to the picnic.

17. George will inviting to the picnic.

18. George will to be invite to the picnic.

19. George will to be inviting to the picnic.

20. A bill will sent to the office at the end of the month.

21. A bill will being sent to the office at the end of the month.

22. A bill will send to the office at the end of the month.

23. A bill will be to send to the office at the end of the month.

24. My novel will be reading by him.

25. My novel will read by him.

26. My novel will be to reading by him.

27. A letter will being publish by them next year.

28. A letter will publish by them next year.

29. A letter will be to publish by them next year.

30. A letter will being to published by them next year.
APPENDIX 3

LETTER OF RESEARCHING PERMISSION